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Every ontology entity such as a concept or a property has its own structural information represented as a graph due to the relations with other entities. Therefore, it is important to consider not only its lexical similarity but also structural similarity in ontology
alignment. This paper proposes ontology kernel that computes both types of similarities
simultaneously. The idea of this kernel is to measure the structural similarity of ontology
entities by mapping their entity graphs into the space spanned by entity random walks.
The graph of an entity in the kernel expresses all relations with other entities. Thus, the
ontology kernel can compare the similarity between entities no matter how complex the
entities are and no matter how many kinds of relations they possess. A series of experiments with the standard data sets prove the generality and the superiority of the ontology
kernel in ontology alignment.
Keywords: ontology alignment, ontology kernel, convolution kernel, graph similarity,
hyper graph

1. INTRODUCTION
Ontology is an explicit, machine-readable specification of a shared conceptualization of a domain. It can be an information source for various applications. Especially in
Semantic Web, an ontology is essential not only as an information source but also for
supporting inter-operability among applications. One of the issues related with ontologies is that most ontologies are written separately and independently by human experts to
serve particular tasks or application domains. Thus, there are many ontologies even in a
single domain, and it causes semantic heterogeneity. This heterogeneity of ontologies for
a domain becomes an obstacle for inter-operability of applications. Therefore, a method
to merge the related ontologies is required to restore the inter-operability.
Ontology alignment aims to merge two ontologies which contain similar semantic
information by identifying semantic similarities between entities in the ontologies. Thus,
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it is essential to define the similarity between entities that reflects all information of entities. In general, an ontology entity has three kinds of information: lexical, structural, and
logical information. Lexical information is expressed in labels1 or values of some properties such as label and comment. The lexical similarity is then easily designed as a
comparison of character sequences in labels or property values. The structural similarity
is, however, difficult to obtain, since the structure of an entity is represented as a graph
due to its various relations with other entities. Therefore, a method to compare graphs is
needed to capture the structural similarity between entities. Logical information is also
valuable to describe entities in an ontology. Unlike ordinary database-like knowledge
repositories, some aspects of ontologies are represented with Description Logics. Thus,
logical information is quite important to obtain semantic similarities between entities in
the ontologies. Among three kinds of information, in this paper, we consider to handle
both lexical and structural information for computing semantic similarity. Especially, we
more focus on structural information in this paper.
The difficulty of comparing ontology entities with structural information can be
summarized in two aspects. First, an ontology entity is complex. Thus, in most previous
studies, the graph of an ontology entity has been transformed into a simpler and more
manageable structure such as a vector [1], a label-sequence [2], or a pre-defined simple
structure [3]. However, some structural information is lost during the transformation. For
instance, Son et al. transformed an ontology into three types of trees: a concept tree, a
property tree, and an instance tree [4]. Since the trees are transformed using only subClassOf, domain, range, and instanceOf, the information expressed with other relations
are lost. The other difficulty is that the graph of an entity consists of its neighbor entities,
while the neighbor entities are also graphs that have their own structural and lexical information. Therefore, not only the target entity but also neighbor entities should be essentially considered in matching entity graphs.
In order to tackle the difficulties, this paper proposes ontology kernel, a novel kernel function for ontology alignment. The ontology kernel is based on a random walk
graph kernel [5] which compares graphs efficiently without explicit feature enumeration.
When two graphs are given, the random walk graph kernel implicitly enumerates all
possible random walks, and then the similarity between the graphs is computed using the
shared random walks. As a result, it shows a good performance in comparing ordinary
graphs [6, 7]. However, the nodes of an entity graph have their own structure that is represented as another graph. Therefore, the random walk graph kernel also loses the structural information of neighboring entities, unless it considers their structures additionally.
The ontology kernel, a modified random walk graph kernel solves this problem.
This kernel computes the similarity of two ontology entities using not only their labels
but also the structures of their neighbor entities. In addition, it considers all kinds of ontology relations in the similarity computation of entities. Therefore, the ontology kernel
is robust to structural difference between the ontologies to be aligned. Especially, the
kernel aligns two ontologies, even when the lexical matching of the ontologies is not
trustworthy.
Evaluation of the ontology kernel is done with benchmark set and conference set from
OAEI (Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative) 2012 campaign. The benchmark set is
1

In this paper, the label of an entity denotes the value of the annotation property “rdfs:label”.
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artificially-designed reference data, while the conference set is real data composed of the
ontologies used to organize conferences. When compared with other OAEI 2012 competitors, the ontology kernel is the only method which shows high performance for both
sets. This result proves the effectiveness of the ontology kernel for ontology alignment.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related works on
ontology alignment and graph kernel. Section 3 introduces the structure of ontology entities. Section 4 explains the random walk graph kernel, the most general graph kernel,
and then Section 5 addresses the proposed ontology kernel. Section 6 shows the experimental results. Finally, Section 7 draws conclusions.

2. RELATED WORK
According to [8], the goal of ontology alignment is to generate an alignment of two
given ontologies, and in this case, those generated alignments should reflect semantic
relatedness of entity pairs. The alignment is composed of pairs of entities from the two
ontologies that satisfy a certain relation with a certain confidence. Normally concepts
and properties among various entities are aligned and the relation between entities is
restricted to equivalence relation. In addition, the similarity between entities is often used
instead of the confidence.
There have been proposed myriad alignment systems with their own similarity
measure. WikiMatch, one of participants of the OAEI campaign, compares a pair of entities based on their lexical information [9]. Since the lexical information expressed in the
entities is insufficient, WikiMatch expands the information with Wikipedia. It retrieves
Wikipedia articles by querying the labels in entities. Then, the similarity between entities
is replaced by that of the retrieved articles. WeSeE expands the lexical information in a
similar way to WikiMatch [10]. It queries the labels to a search engine rather than to
Wikipedia. These systems focus only on lexical information of entities. Thus, they ignore
the semantic information lying on the entity structure, even if it is critical. In order to
solve this problem, the structural information should be reflected into the alignment.
However, it is not easy, since the structure of an entity is normally complex.
Various methods have been designed to reflect structural information into their similarity measure [11]. They are clustered into two categories according to the way of handling structural information. The methods that use structural similarity as an auxiliary
measure belong to the first category. YAM++ [12], one of the state-of-the-art alignment
systems, first aligns entities based on their lexical similarity, and then updates the alignments using the similarities of their neighbor entities to consider the entities connected
with it. On the other hand, Optima+ [13] and HotMatch [14] use structure information to
refine alignments. They also align entities with lexical information first. Then, they resolve the inconsistency of the alignments based on their structural information. Once
structural information is used, it is helpful to performance improvement. However, it is
just a supplement of lexical similarity. That is, the structural information is not used at all,
if the initial alignments are consistent.
The methods that use structural information directly belong to the other category.
ASMOV computes the structural similarity between entities by decomposing an entity
graph into two subgraphs [15]. One subgraph expresses only ancestor-descendant rela-
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tions among entities, while the other subgraph expresses all other relations given by object type properties. Thus, it loses the structural information that lies between the two
subgraphs. RiMOM [2] takes a path-similarity as its structural similarity. A path of an
entity is defined in RiMOM as a sequence of labels from root entity to it. Then, RiMOM
uses the paths as structural information. In these methods, structural similarity is the
primary similarity. Thus, even when lexical information is not sufficient, they do align
ontologies. However, since their structural similarity uses just a few principal relations,
some important information that is contained in other relations can be lost. For example,
consider recent systems proposed by Acampora et al. [16, 17] or Bock and Hettenhausen
[18]. In these systems, structural similarity is determined by using hierarchy distance and
domain-range restriction distance. Hierarchy distance denotes the mean of the hierarchy
distance from a pair of entities to their already aligned super entities. On the other hand
domain-rage restriction distance is determined how many domains and ranges are shared
between two properties to be aligned. Even though these studies also suggested an efficient way to combine several similarity measures and they proved effectiveness of their
systems empirically, they can not avoid information loss caused by other structural aspects of ontologies like instances of concepts, real values of properties, inverse relations
between properties, and so on should be ignored. Due to such structural information loss,
they can miss meaningful aligns between entities in ontology alignment.
The main reason why the legacy systems do not use whole structural information is
the difficulty of comparing graphs. Haussler proposed a solution to this problem, socalled convolution kernel [19]. Kernel functions have been widely applied to various
applications for several decades [20, 21]. Among diverse kernels, the convolution kernel
is designed to determine the similarity between structural data with their shared substructures. Since the structure of an ontology entity can be regarded as a graph, the similarity between entities can be obtained by a convolution kernel for a graph. For instance,
the random walk graph kernel [5] can be used for ontology alignment. It regards random
walks of a graph as sub-structures of the graph. Thus, the similarity of two graphs is
computed by measuring how many random walks are shared by the graphs. Such graph
kernels compare graphs without any structural transformation [22], but they are designed
to deal with ordinary graphs whose nodes and edges are assumed to have only labels.
Since the graph of an ontology entity is composed of other ontology entities, the nodes in
this graph have their own structure. Therefore, the graph kernels also lose some structural information of entities when directly applied to ontology alignment.

3. ONTOLOGY ALIGNMENT
3.1 Ontology as Graph
An ontology describes concepts on a specific domain with properties and instances.
Properties present relational information of concepts and they are categorized into two
types: data type property and object type property. Data type properties establish relations between concepts and data types such as integer, string, and so on. On the other
hand, relations among concepts are expressed with object type properties. Instances are
real-world objects of concepts.
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Fig. 1. An example of ontology.

An ontology is regarded as a graph of which nodes and edges are ontology entities
[23], but we adopt an ontology representation that is slightly different from it. Our representation regards every entity in an ontology as a node and every axiom as an edge of
the graph. Fig. 1 shows the graph structure of a simple ontology at the domain of conference organizing. This figure contains the nodes generated from five types of ontology
entities: concepts, property, instances, property value types, and property values. The
edges are generated from all axioms such as SubClassOf,” in stanceOf, and so on. As
shown in this figure, the semantics of an entity like Conference Event is expressed with
all other related entities and relation types among them. In this paper, the graph which
represents an ontology is referred as ontology graph.
Each entity of an ontology has a structure, since it has relations with other entities.
Thus, it can be regarded as a subgraph of ontology graph. The subgraph for an entity is
called as an entity graph. The entity graph of a specific entity can be easily obtained by
extracting a subgraph from an ontology graph. It contains all nodes within a certain path
length, where these nodes are the neighbor entities of the entity. All edges between nodes
in the subgraph are inherited from the ontology graph. Fig. 2 depicts the entity graph of
the property, HasLocation, and it is equivalent to the dotted area of Fig. 1.
3.2 Ontology Alignment with Similarity
Let Ei be a set of concepts and properties in an ontology Oi, and Gg be a graph for
an entity e  Ei. The alignment of two ontologies O1 and O2 is a list of concept-to-concept and property-to-property pairs. There are two ways to generate pairs of aligned entities. First, if one-to-one matching of entities is required, then, for each entity e1  E1, the
*
best matched entity e2 from O2 is determined by
e2*  arg max sim(Gg1 , Gg2 ),

(1)
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Fig. 2. An example of entity graph.

where sim(Gg1 , Gg2 ) is the similarity between two graphs.
If one-to-many matching is assumed, many entities from O2 can be matched to an
entity in O1. All entities in E2 whose similarity with e1  E1 is larger than a pre-defined
*
threshold  become the matched entities of e1. That is, for an entity e1  E1, a set E2 is
matched which satisfies

E2*  {e2  E2 | sim(Gg1 , Gg2 )   }.

(2)

Note that the key factor of Eqs. (1) and (2) is obviously the similarity, sim(Gg1 , Gg2 ).

4. GRAPH KERNEL
The main obstacle of computing sim(Gg1 , Gg2 ) is the graph structure of entities. One
feasible solution to this problem is a graph kernel. A graph kernel maps graphs onto a
feature space spanned by their subgraphs. Thus, for given two graphs G1 and G2, the
kernel is defined as
Kgraph(G1, G2) = (G1)  (G2),

(3)

where (G) is a mapping function which maps G onto the feature space. The kernel
functions like Kgraph can be used as a similarity, since they are the inner product of two
parameter elements [24].
According to [5], it is as hard as deciding whether two graphs are isomorphic to
compute any complete graph kernel with an injective mapping function for all graphs,
where graph isomorphism is in NP-complete. Thus, most graph kernels focus on alternative feature representation of graphs. The random walk graph kernel, one of the most
general graph kernels is a practical kernel for graphs. It uses all possible random walks
as features for graphs. Let S be a set of all possible random walks. For each random walk
s  S whose length is n, the corresponding feature value of a graph G is given as
 s (G )   n | {w  Wn (G ) | i , l ( si )  l ( wi )} |,

(4)

where n is a weight for the length n and Wn(G) is a set of random walks with length n in
G. l(si) and l(wi) are the ith labels in random walks s and w respectively.
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With this mapping function, Eq. (3) defines the similarity between two graphs as a
summation of the frequencies of all possible random walks within the graphs. Thus, all
random walks should be enumerated in advance to compute the similarity. However, this
is computationally infeasible. Gärtner et al. adopted a direct product graph as a way to
avoid explicit enumeration of all random walks [5]. Let G = (V, E) be a graph with a
vertex set V and an edge set E. Then, the direct product graph of G1 = (V1, E1) and G2 =
(V2, E2) is denoted by G1  G2 = (V, E) where V and E are its node and edge sets that
are defined respectively as
V(G1  G2) = {(v1, v2)  V1  V2| l(v1) = l(v2)},
E(G1  G2) = {((v1, v1), (v1, v2))  E1  E2
(v1, v1)  E1 and (v2, v2))  E2 and l(v1, v1) = l(v2, v2)},
where l(v) is the label of a node v and l(v, v) is the label of an edge between two nodes v
and v. Nodes and edges are compared basically by exact string matching, but other approximate string matching methods can be also adopted.
|V ||V |
From the adjacency matrix A    X of G1  G2, the similarity of G1 and G2 can
be directly computed without explicit enumeration of all random walks. The adjacency
matrix A has a well-known characteristic. When the adjacency matrix is multiplied n
times, an element Avn , v ' becomes the summation of similarities between random walks of
 
length n from v to v, where v  V and v  V [25]. Thus, by adopting a direct product graph and its adjacency matrix, Eq. (3) is rewritten as

|V |
K graph (G1 , G2 )   i ,j 1    n An  .
 n 0
i, j

(5)

According to [25], the value of Kgraph(G1, G2) is converged as the iteration goes by.
However, in general, a pre-defined value is used to set the max iteration number.

5. ALIGNMENT WITH ONTOLOGY KERNEL
5.1 Ontology Kernel
The random walk graph kernel computes the similarity between graphs without explicit feature enumeration. However, by regarding a random walk as a sequence of labels
appearing on nodes and edges, its feature space spanned by random walks is not ideal for
ontology graphs. In the random walk graph kernel, s  S is a label sequence of length n,
which implies that all nodes and edges in graphs contain only lexical information. However, in the entity graphs, nodes contain not only lexical information but also structural
information. Therefore, the feature space by S fails in reflecting all information on the
entity graphs.
The ontology kernel overcomes this problem by adopting a different feature space.
The feature space of the ontology kernel is spanned by S, a set of entity random walks.
This set contains all random walks composed of ontology entities. That is, all nodes s 
S are ontology entities which have both a label and a graph structure. Therefore, s of
length n is defined as
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s = e1 e2 …en

(6)

i
where ei  ( Lig , Ggi  ) is the ith entity in s. Lg is the label of the entity ei and Ggi  is its graph
structure. When the entity is a concept or a property, Ggi  becomes an entity graph again.
Otherwise, Ggi  is a null graph which does not contain any node.
The ontology kernel computes the inner product of two ontology entities in the feature space spanned by S. Let SG  S be a set of entity random walks within a graph G.
The ontology kernel returns the inner product of two entity graphs G1 and G2 by summing all similarities between random walks sG1  SG1 and sG2  SG2. Assuming that the
similarity between sG1 and sG2 is computed by a walk kernel, the ontology kernel is defined as

K graph (G1 , G2 ) 





s 'G1S 'G1 s 'G2 S 'G2

N ( s 'G1 ) N ( s 'G2 )  K walk ( s 'G1 , s 'G2 ),

where N(sG) is the frequency of the random walk sG appearing in G, and Kwalk(sG1, sG2) is
a walk kernel which returns the similarity between sG1 and sG2.
One of the simple ways to define Kwalk is to decompose a random walk into ontology entities as shown in Eq. (6). Then, the similarity between two walks is determined by
production of all inner products among entities along the walks. That is, Kwalk is defined
as
n

K walk ( sG 1 , sG 2 )   eGi 1  eGi 2 .
i 1

i
g

i
If L is independent of Gg , the inner product of two entities is rewritten as

eGi 1  eGi 2  K l ( LisG 1 , LisG 2 )  K s (GsiG 1 , GsiG 2 ).

(7)

Here, Kl determines the inner product of entity labels and Ks compares their graph
structures. Various string matching methods such as exact matching and Levenshtein
distance can be used for Kl. We use Jaro Winkler distance [26] as Kl in this paper. Since
Ks computes the structural similarity of two graphs, it can be replaced by Kgraph(G1, G2)
in Eq. (3). It is worth noting that, based on the definition of ei, the ontology kernel
should be defined recursively, however, in this paper, the kernel is defined by using only
single layered architecture. That is, the graph kernel in Eq. (7) determines a similarity
only with label sequences s  S.
In addition, there are two facts to note about the ontology kernel. The first one is
that the ontology kernel is also computed without explicit feature enumeration by adopting a direct product graph and its adjacency matrix. Thus, Eq. (5) can be used to compute
the ontology kernel. The second fact is that there is a way to reduce computational cost
in the ontology kernel. If we assume that only the entities with the same type can be
matched like concept-to-concept, property-to-property, and instance-to-instance, the
computational cost can be reduced. Under this assumption, the number of matched entities is reduced, which results in a sparse adjacency matrix. This leads to fast computation
of Eq. (5), since many elements in the adjacency matrix become 0. The implementation
of this assumption can be done by simply modifying Eq. (7) as
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(8)

i
i
where I (eG1  eG2 ) is an indication function defined as

I (eGi 1 , eGi 2 )  1 if T (eGi 1 )  T (eGi 2 ), otherwise 0.

(9)

i
i
Here, T (eG1 ) returns the type of the entity eG1 such as concept, property, and instance.

Fig. 3. Overall process to generate alignment with the ontology kernel.

5.2 System Implementation
Fig. 3 shows the overall process to obtain the alignment between two ontologies by
using the ontology kernel. When two ontologies are given, graphs for all entities are extracted from the ontology graphs. Then, for each possible entity pair, lexical similarities
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are measured and these similarities are stored with the lexical similarity matrix. Then, by
using the lexical similarity matrix, the graph similarity matrix is constructed by the graph
kernel in Eq. (5). Finally, the ontology kernel generates the entity structural similarity
matrix based on both lexical similarity matrix and the graph similarity matrix. Note that
all the similarity matrixes contain normalized similarities bounded from 0.0 to 1.0. In
case of similarities from the graph kernel and the ontology kernel, we use a general way
to normalize the kernel value. That is, similarities in a similarity matrix are measured
with K ( x, y )  K ( x, y ) / K ( x, x)  K ( y, y ) to use a threshold  in the alignment generator.
The ontology kernel is recursively defined by using the graph kernel. Thus, in the
implementation of the ontology kernel, it is also adopted the kernel computation in Eq.
(5), while the values in the adjacency matrix are obtained from Eq. (8). Due to such implementation, the graph similarity matrix is determined by the graph kernel in advance of
the ontology kernel.

6. EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Experimental Data and Setting
Experiments are performed with the biblio in the benchmark set and the conference
set prepared by Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI). The biblio set is
composed of one reference ontology and 47 modified versions of the reference ontology2. The reference ontology is numbered as 101. It has 33 named concepts, 24 object
type properties, 40 data type properties, and 112 instances. The ontologies numbered as
201 and 202 are those modified from the reference ontology by changing the labels of
the reference ontology randomly, but preserving its structure. On the other hand, the
ontologies numbered as 221-247 are obtained by distorting the structure of the reference ontology while preserving its lexical information. The remaining 248-266 ontologies are made by changing somewhat both lexical and structural information of the reference ontology. This biblio set is designed to evaluate the performance of ontology
alignment systems against diverse modifications of entities. Especially, the 248-266
ontologies are harshly modified from the reference ontology. They are difficult to align,
but the performance on them is important since they reveal the functionality of alignment systems in the rigorous environment.
Both 201-202 and 248-266 ontologies also have one more distinguishing characteristic from other ontologies. These ontologies have their partial modification versions. For
instance, the 250 ontology have four more ontologies, 250-2, 250-4, 250-6, and 250-8
which mean that the random string replacement of entity labels is applied for 20, 40, 60,
and 80 percent of the entities respectively. However, structures of 250-2, 250-4, 250-6,
and 250-8 are not modified from the 250 ontology, thus, their structures are still equivalent with the 250 ontology. These partial modified ontologies can disclose the performance change of an alignment system as the information from the labels of entities is
reduced. On the other hand, these partial modified ontologies also can increase the performance of a system with rich lexical knowledge which can obtain much higher performance on less modified ontologies like xxx-2 and xxx-4. Thus, on the biblio set, we
2

For more detail description of this data set, refer to http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2012/benchmarks/index.html.
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present both performances of a system with and without partial modified ontologies.
The conference set consists of seven ontologies describing organizing conferences
and 21 reference alignments among them. A simple statistics on these ontologies is given
in Table 1. As shown in this table, the ontologies have only concepts and properties. The
average number of concepts is 72, and that of properties is 44.43. Even if the ontologies
in this set come from the same domain, they are designed independently. As a result, the
entity expressions in each ontology are slightly but naturally different one another.
Therefore, the alignment results with this set show the real-world performance of alignment systems3. To measure performances on the conference set, the ra1 alignment is
used as a gold standard alignment.
The proposed method, ontology kernel is compared with other ontology alignment
systems that participated in the OAEI 2012 campaign [31]. All parameters of the proposed method are set heuristically. The maximum length of random walks is set to be
two. In case of  in Eq. (4), it firstly set as 0.70, and as the iteration goes by, it is exponentially decreased as  = 0.70n for the nth iteration. To handle ontologies with randomly
modified labels like 201 and 202 ontologies in the biblio set, the ontology kernel is
adopted a simple heuristic process: (1) determine the average lexical similarity between
two ontologies; (2) when the average lexical similarity is not exceeded the pre-defined
threshold (in experiments, we used 0.8 in this step), labels of all entities in both ontologies are changed with their entity type; (3) an indicator function which returns 1.0 when
two entities have the same type, or 0.0 is adopted as the label kernel in Eq. (8). The types
of entities used in the second step are {class, property, individual}. In case of the values,
we used primitive types of values such as {string, int, float, …}. The performance of
ontology alignment is measured by harmonic mean of precisions, recalls, and micro average F-measures, since they are standard in the OAEI campaign.
Table 1. Simple statistics of the conference set.
Ontology
No. of concepts
No. of properties
Cmt
36
59
Sofsem
60
64
ConfTool
38
36
Edas
104
50
Ekaw
77
33
Iasted
140
41
Sigkdd
49
28
Average
72.00
44.43

6.2 Experimental Results
Table 2 shows the performance of the ontology kernel against other competitors
with the biblio set. OntoK in this table is the proposed ontology kernel, while ‘edna’ is a
simple edit distance and is regarded as a baseline. In this table, performances of all systems are measured with F-measure and, the performances without partial modified on3

The conference set is imported from SEALS platform directly with Conference testsuite-ID (http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2012/conference/index.html).
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Table 2. The performance of alignment systems on the biblio set in F-measure.
YAM++
MapSSS
AROMA
WeSeE
HotMatch
101
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.95
0.83
201, 202
0.92 (0.86)
0.94 (0.91)
0.89 (0.81)
0.78 (0.60)
0.77 (0.62)
221-247
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.98
0.92
248-266
0.76 (0.35)
0.81 (0.61)
0.67 (0.29)
0.56 (0.00)
0.54 (0.01)
Average
0.83 (0.79)
0.87 (0.86)
0.77 (0.77)
0.69 (0.68)
0.66 (0.64)
Hertuda
WikiMatch
Optima
ASE
AUTOMSv2
101
0.94
0.91
1.00
1.00
0.94
201, 202
0.78 (0.62)
0.73 (0.56)
0.75 (0.60)
0.57 (0.45)
0.79 (0.62)
221-247
0.94
0.89
0.96
0.78
0.98
248-266
0.55 (0.00)
0.50 (0.00)
0.48 (0.00)
0.41 (0.00)
0.56 (0.00)
Average
0.68 (0.67)
0.62 (0.62)
0.63 (0.67)
0.51 (0.53)
0.69 (0.69)
GOMMA
LogMap
LogMapLt
MaasMatch
MEDLEY
101
0.91
0.90
0.91
1.00
0.84
201, 202
0.80 (0.69)
0.49 (0.00)
0.51 (0.00)
0.52 (0.09)
0.45 (0.00)
221-247
0.87
0.86
0.88
0.97
0.86
248-266
0.57 (0.16)
0.46 (0.00)
0.49 (0.00)
0.46 (0.05)
0.46 (0.00)
Average
0.67 (0.65)
0.56 (0.56)
0.59 (0.58)
0.56 (0.52)
0.54 (0.55)
ServOMap
ServOMapLt
edna
OntoK
101
0.99
0.44
0.78
1.00
201, 202
0.56 (0.00)
0.21 (0.00)
0.31 (0.01)
0.94 (0.90)
221-247
0.87
0.59
0.82
1.00
248-266
0.48 (0.00)
0.28 (0.00)
0.33 (0.01)
0.78 (0.56)
Average
0.58 (0.58)
0.33 (0.34)
0.41 (0.42)
0.84 (0.81)

tologies are also represented by using parenthesis. As shown in Table 2, all competitors
and the ontology kernel outperform ‘edna’ except ServOMapLt that is a restricted version of ServOMap. Thus, if we consider those restricted versions of particular systems
like ServOMapLt and LogMapLt, then all competitors of OAEI 2012 achieved better
performances than the performance of edna, 0.41. The ontology kernel achieves the second best performance with 0.81 of average F-measure. The only system that outperforms
ontology kernel is MapSSS with 0.86 of average F-measure. However, MapSSS depends
on the lexical information heavily and uses only a few specific relations. Thus, when the
ontologies to be aligned contain many other relations, it is hard to reflect structural information in alignments. Actually, it is one of the worst systems for the conference set.
The alignment of the reference ontology with the 101 ontology is a self-alignment,
since 101 ontology is the reference ontology itself. Thus, F-score of 1.00 is expected for
all systems. However, surprisingly, among 19 systems, 12 systems fail in achieving the
complete alignment. They are the systems that expand the lexical information of entities
with an external resource such as Wikipedia or Bing, a web search engine. Their poor
performance implies that this kind of expansion works as a noise.
The ontologies numbered as 201 and 202 are those of which labels are changed
with a random string. Thus, the systems that use only the lexical information show low
performance in the alignment with these ontologies. WeSeE and Wiki-Match are such
alignment systems. One of interesting results is that most systems showed large gaps
between performance with and without partial modified ontologies. However, OntoK
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showed the performance difference within 0.05. One of efficient way to achieve such a
small difference is to use structural information, because the effect of lexical information
for the alignments is diminished in 201-202 ontologies. Thus, this small difference demonstrates the superiority of OntoK on handling structural information.
The ontologies numbered as 221-247 are designed to see the ability of each system
to cope with the structural difference between ontologies. Thus, only the systems that
utilize the structural information are expected to achieve good performance. However,
contrary to our expectation, most systems show F-measure of over 0.90. Especially,
some systems including the ontology kernel achieve F-measure of 1.00 for them. This is
because these ontologies still possess the lexical information enough for the alignment,
even though their structures are a little bit distorted.
The 248-266 ontologies are most difficult to align, since they are generated by
modifying both lexical and structural information of the reference ontology. Thus, the
systems have to consider the lexical and structural difference of the ontologies at the
same time for the alignment of these ontologies. However, most systems consider just
one of them or process the lexical information first. As a result, their performances are
extremely low when lexical information is not available. On the other hand, the ontology
kernel achieves F-measure of 0.78 (0.56) for them, while F-measures of many other systems are lower than 0.30. This superiority of the ontology kernel comes from its simultaneous consideration of the lexical and structural information.
Table 3 compares the performances of the alignment systems on the conference set.
The ontology kernel is located on the fifth best position in this set. Unfortunately, the
performances of many other systems are lower than or equal to that of ‘baseline2’, the
baseline method which showed F-measure of 0.59. Especially, MapSSS and AROMA
Table 3. The performance of alignment systems on the conference set.
YAM++
MapSSS
AROMA
WeSeE
HotMatch
Prec.
0.81
0.50
0.33
0.76
0.71
Rec.
0.69
0.51
0.48
0.49
0.51
F-measure
0.75
0.50
0.39
0.60
0.59
Hertuda
WikiMatch
Optima
ASE
AUTOMSv2
Prec.
0.74
0.74
0.62
0.63
0.67
Rec.
0.50
0.50
0.68
0.43
0.36
F-measure
0.60
0.60
0.65
0.51
0.47
GOMMA
LogMap
LogMapLt
CODI
MEDLEY
Prec.
0.85
0.82
0.73
0.74
0.54
Rec.
0.47
0.58
0.50
0.57
0.50
F-measure
0.61
0.68
0.59
0.64
0.52
ServO4
ServOMap
MaasMatch
Baseline2
OntoK
MapLt
Prec.
0.73
0.88
0.63
0.79
0.81
Rec.
0.46
0.40
0.57
0.47
0.52
F-measure
0.56
0.55
0.60
0.59
0.63
4

In OAEI 2012, there exist two baselines. Baseline1 denote the system with an exact matching, while baseline2
is one with the edit-distance based matching. Due to the lack of space, this paper only contains the performance of baseline2, since baseline2 showed better performance than baseline1.
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achieve lower performances than ‘edna’, even though their performances are very high
for the biblio set. On the other hand, systems like LogMap, CODI, and Optima showed
better performance than the ontology kernel in the conference set, while their performances on the biblio set is worse than the ontology kernel. Onty the ontology kernel and
YAM++ achieve much high performances in both biblio and conference sets. Especially,
YAM++ shows the best performance for the conference set. However, note that YAM++
is worse than the ontology kernel for the biblio set. As explained in Section 2, YAM++
uses the structural information of entities as a supplement of the lexical information.
Thus, its performance gets low, when two ontologies to be aligned are much different
structurally. This is why it shows lower performance than the ontology kernel for 248266 ontologies of the biblio set.
On the other hand, the ontology kernel is not much affected from the structural difference of the ontologies. Rather, it manages the difference effectively, since it utilizes
all kinds of relations and structural information of entities. From the fact that the ontology kernel achieves high performance consistently for both sets, its high generality is
proved. That is, the ontology kernel performs well regardless of the extent of ontology
difference.
6.3 Discussion for the Time Complexity of the Ontology Kernel
The ontology kernel showed its superiority through experiments with both the biblio and conference sets. Even though its performances are always highly ranked among
various alignment systems, there still exists a room to enhance the ontology kernel with
respect to computational cost. Based on the graph kernel, the ontology kernel is designed
to reflect the structural characteristic of the ontology. In this case, the time complexity of
the ontology kernel, thus, is strongly governed by the complexity of the graph kernel.
Basically, the time complexity of the graph kernel is O(n6) and it can be reduced up to
O(n3) [27], where n is the number of nodes in two compared graphs. As a result, the ontology kernel that is the nested implementation of the graph kernel as shown in Fig. 3
have the time complexity of O(2n3).
In this paper, by using the entity type comparison in Eq. (9), the time complexity of
3
3
3
the graph kernel can be reduced up to O(nc + np + ni), where nc, np, and ni are the numbers of concepts, properties, and instances in two ontologies respectively and n = nc + np
3
3
3
+ ni. In case of the ontology kernel, it has the time complexity of O(2  (nc + np + ni)),
since the ontology kernel is implemented by nesting the graph kernel twice. Theoretical3
3
3
ly, n3  2  (nc + np + ni) is not guaranteed. However, when an ontology contains similar
numbers of concepts, properties, or instances, the ontology kernel should be faster than
the graph kernel.
Fig. 4 shows actual computation time of both the ontology kernel and the graph
kernel on the conference set. As shown in this figure, the ontology kernel averagely
spends half of computation time comparing with the graph kernel. However, the time
complexity of the ontology kernel is still much high and it can be an obstacle to align
huge ontologies. Thus, further improvement is demanded to reduce the time complexity
of the ontology kernel and it is our future work. Fortunately, recent work on the graph
kernel suggests elegant ways to overcome this problem by using other sub-structure of
graphs [28, 29] or by adopting efficient data structures [30]. We will apply such technical advances in the ontology kernel.
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Fig. 4. The computation time of the graph kernel and ontology kernel.

7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a novel graph kernel, the ontology kernel, to align ontologies
from the same domain. Since all entities in an ontology such as concepts and properties
are represented as graphs, the ontology kernel aligns the ontologies by comparing their
entity graphs. For accurate alignment of ontologies, it is essential to use both lexical and
structural information of the entity graphs in computing the entity similarity. One thing
to note especially for the use of structural information is that the neighbor nodes of an
entity graph are also ontology entities and thus they have their own structure. In order to
reflect this structural characteristic of entity graphs, the ontology kernel projects the entity graphs onto the space spanned by entity random walks, the sequences of ontology
entities. Then, the similarity between entities is computed using shared random walks by
the entities. Since each of these entity random walks has its own lexical and structural
information, both kinds of information is considered simultaneously in the ontology
kernel. As a result, the ontology kernel showed high performance for two data sets used
in OAEI 2012 campaign. In addition, the ontology kernel utilizes all kinds of relations,
not just a few dominant relations. That is, it does not lose any information lying on the
entity graphs. Therefore, it aligns ontologies well even when their structure or lexical
information is much unalike. Its superiority over other OAEI competitors in 248–246
ontologies of the biblio set and the conference set prove its generality against the extent
of ontology difference.
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